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Introduction 

People have been communicating with each other for 
many millennia. They often wish to communicate se
cretly. Since the first use of Caesar's cipher, some two 
thousand years ago, people have employed a number of 
ciphers and codes in attempts to keep their correspond
ence secret. These have met with varying degrees of 
success until the modem age. The modem digital com
puter has made it possible to create ciphers which are, in 
practical terms, unbreakable.1 (At least, if anyone has 
broken them, they are maintaining a discreet silence.) 
Underlying this success has been a very definite para
digm, which makes very defInite assumptions about the 
nature of the encryption process, and the conditions 
under which secret communications can take place. It is 
the purpose of this paper to consider this paradigm, and 
to question the assumptions which underlie it. One as
sumption (that we must transmit a key, by secret means, 
prior to an attempt to communicate securely) which has 
traditionally been regarded as a necessary precondition 
for cryptographically secure communications is not, in 
fact, necessary. This is demonstrated by exhibiting a 
solution which allows two communicants to select a key 
publicly, but in such a fashion that no one else can easily 
determine it. 

The body of the paper begins with an explanation of 
the traditional paradigm and then develops a new para
digm, which differs significantly from the traditional 
one. We then argue that the new paradigm is consistent 
with secret and secure communications. Finally, the 
implications of the new paradigm are explored in more 
detail, with the aid of some examples. 

Review 

Secure communication takes place between two in
dividuals when they communicate privately in spite of 
efforts by a third person to learn what is being commu
nicated. We shall, therefore, introduce three protagonists 
into our paradigm, X and Y, the two communicants, and 
Z, the third person, who wishes to fmd out what X and 
Yare communicating. X and Y have available some 
method of encrypting and decrypting messages that they 
send to each other. X, Y, and Z all know the general 
method of encryption. X and Y also have available a 
normal communications channel, over which they send 
the bulk of their messages. To allow X and Y to be 
secure, we also assume that they know a key, which is 
unknown to Z. The general method uses this key as a 
parameter, and will perform a particular transformation 
on messages for a particular key. Because Z does not 
know this key, he cannot perform the particular trans
formation, and thus cannot encrypt or decrypt messages. 

1 As mentioned by Kahn, in [3], p. 711, "In one case, I.D.A. 
[Institute for Defense Analyses] cryptanalysts were given 1,000,000 
letters of error-free text in a top military cryptosystem. They put in the 
equivalent of six man years on it-and fmally gave up in defeat." 
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X and Y must both know what the key is, and must 
insure that Z does not know what it is. In the traditional 
paradigm for cryptography, this situation comes about 
by the transmission of the key from X to Y over some 
special and secure communications channel, which we 
shall refer to as the key channel. Z cannot intercept 
messages sent on this channel, and the key is therefore 
safe. 

The reason that the key channel is not used for 
normal communications is because of its expense and 
inconvenience. Radio and telephone cannot be used, as 
both are vulnerable to passive eavesdropping. Registered 
mail might be acceptable for moderate security. Word of 
mouth is better, but listening devices might compromise 
it. Perhaps the only safe method is to send a trusted 
courier, with an attache case chained to his wrist. This 
requires that you trust the courier. Whatever the method 
used, if Z should manage to discover the key by "prac
tical cryptanalysis," then X and Y might very well con
tinue in blissful ignorance of the fact. 

In view of the central position that the key channel 
will occupy in this paper, it would be wise to state, 
somewhat more clearly, the conditions which it must 
satisfY. I) All attempts by Z to modifY or alter messages 
on the key channel, or to inject false or spurious mes
sages, can be detected. 2) Z is unable to determine the 
content of any message sent over the key channel, i.e., Z 
cannot intercept the messages. 

The paradigm, as stated so far, is not new, and has 
appeared previously in the literature (see, for example, 
Shannon [6]). We will now make a modification to the 
traditional paradigm, as given, which has not previously 
been considered. 

The New Approach 

We modifY the traditional paradigm by dropping the 
second restriction on the key channel: that is to say, we 
no longer demand that Z be unable to determine what 
is sent on the key channel. Even stronger, we assume 
that Z has perfect knowledge of everything that is sent 
over this channel. 2 

It is the thesis of this paper that secure communica
tions between X and Y can still take place, even under 
the highly restrictive conditions we have described. 

The reader should clearly understand that no key 
lurks in the background. There is no method by which 
X and Y can communicate other than the normal chan
nel and the key channel. They have made no secret 
preparations prior to the time that they wish to com
municate securely. 

We must carefully consider what constitutes a solu-

2 A somewhat different approach is taken in [7]. In this paper. the 
author considers the problem of security in the face of a wiretap. and 
where no previous preparations have been made. However, he makes 
the critical assumption that the enemy has inferior reception of the 
messages being transmitted. By taking advantage of this inferior recep
tion, the enemy can be completely confused. 
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tion. If X and Y eventually agree upon a key, and if the 
work required of Z to determine the key is much higher 
than the work put in by either X or Y to select the key, 
then we have a solution. Note that, in theory at least, Z 
can determine the key used in most methods simply by 
trying all possible keys and seeing which one produces 
a legible message. However, this means that Z must put 
in an amount of work that is exponentially larger than 
the amount of work put in by X or Y. The current 
solution is not exponential. The amount of work required 
of Z to determine the key will increase as the square of 
the amount of work put in by X and Y to select the key. 
Clearly, it would be desirable to fmd a solution in which 
the amount of work put in by Z increases exponentially 
as a function of the amount of work put in by X and Y. 
We see no reason why such exponential methods should 
not exist. 

The Method 

The method used is based on a single concept: that 
ofa "puzzle." We defme a puzzle as a cryptogram which 
is meant to be broken. To solve the puzzle, we must 
cryptanalyze the cryptogram. Having done this, we learn 
the information that was "enpuzzled," the plaintext of 
the cryptogram. Just as we can encrypt plaintext to 
produce a cryptogram, so we can enpuzzle information 
to produce a puzzle. A puzzle, though, is meant to be 
solved, while ideally, a cryptogram cannot be cryptana
lyzed. To solve a puzzle, all one need do is put in the 
required amount of effort. 

To sharpen our defmition, we will consider the fol
lowing method of creating puzzles. First, select a strong 
encryption function. We are not interested in the details 
of how this encryption function works: our only interest 
is that it does work. The reader can select any encryption 
function that he feels is particularly strong and effective. 
A concrete example might be the Lucifer encryption 
function [2], which is currently felt to be quite strong. 

After selecting an encryption function, we create our 
puzzle by encrypting some piece of information with that 
function. Of course, if our encryption function is really 
good, our puzzle is unsolvable, which is not what we 
want. To avoid this problem, we artificially restrict the 
size of the key space used with the encryption function. 
If the key is normally 128 bits, we might use only 30 
bits. While searching through 21128 possible keys seems 
completely infeasible, searching through 2130 is tedious, 
but quite possible. We can control the difficulty of 
solving a puzzle, simply by changing the restriction on 
the size of the key space used. To make the puzzle harder 
to solve, we might select a 40 bit key, while to make it 
easier, we might select a 20 bit key. 

The puzzles we create by this method are precisely as 
difficult to break as we desire. We rely on the strength of 
the underlying encryption function to insure that our 
puzzle can only be solved by exhaustive search through 
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the key space, and we adjust the size of the key space to 
control the difficulty of solving the puzzle. 

There is still one more point that must be brought 
out. In cryptanalyzing an encrypted message, the crypt
analyst relies on the redundancy in the message. If the 
information we enpuzzle is random, there will be no 
redundancy, and thus no way of solving the puzzle. We 
must deliberately introduce redundancy into our puzzle, 
so that it can be solved. This can be done easily enough 
by encrypting, along with the information, a constant 
that is known to X, Y, and Z. When we try to decrypt 
the puzzle with a particular key, then the recovery of this 
constant part can be taken as evidence that we have 
selected the right key, and thus have solved the puzzle. 
Contrariwise, the absence of the constant part in the 
decrypted puzzle indicates that we have used the wrong 
key, and should try again. 

With the concept of "puzzle" in hand, we can pro
ceed. We let X and Y agree upon the value of N which 
they wish to use. X then generates N puzzles, and trans
mits these N puzzles to Y over the key channel. X 
chooses the size of the key space so that each puzzle 
requires O( N) efforts to break. (That is, X selects a key 
space of size C* N, for a constant, C.) Each puzzle 
contains, within itself, two pieces of information. Neither 
piece of information is readily available to anyone ex
amining the puzzle. By devoting O( N) effort to solving 
the puzzle, it is possible to determine both these pieces 
of information. One piece of information is a puzzle 10, 
which uniquely identifies each of the N puzzles. The 
IO's were assigned by X at random. The other piece of 
information in the puzzle is a puzzle key, i.e, one of the 
possible keys to be used in subsequent encrypted com
munications. To distinguish the puzzle keys, one for each 
puzzle, from the keys randomly selected from the re
stricted key space to create the puzzles, we will call the 
former "puzzle keys," and the latter, "random keys." 
Thus, N puzzle keys are enpuzzled, and in the process of 
enpuzzling each puzzle key, a random key is used. (The 
puzzle key is also selected by X at random.) 

When Y is presented with this menu of N puzzles, he 
selects a puzzle at random, and then spends the amount 
of effort required to solve the puzzle. Y then transmits 
the 10 back to X over the key channel, and uses the 
puzzle key found in the puzzle as the key for further 
encrypted communications over the normal channel. 

At this point, we summarize who knows what. X, Y, 
and Z all know the N puzzles. They also know the 10, 
because Y transmitted the 10 over the key channel. Y 
knows the corresponding puzzle key, because Y solved 
the correct puzzle. X knows the corresponding puzzle 
key, because X knows which puzzle key is associated 
with the 10 that Y sent. Z knows only the 10, but does 
not know the puzzle key. Z cannot know which puzzle 
contains the puzzle key that Y selected, and which X and 
Yare using, even though he knows the 10. To determine 
which puzzle is the correct one, he must break puzzles at 
random until he encounters the correct one. 
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If Z desires to determine the key which X and Yare 
using, then, on an average, Z will have to solve H) N 
puzzles before reaching the puzzle that Y solved. Each 
puzzle has been constructed so that it requires O( N) 
effort to break, so Z must spend, on an average, O(Nj2) 
effort to determine the key. Y, on the other hand, need 
only spend O( N) effort to break the one puzzle he 
selected, while X need only spend O( N) effort to man
ufacture the N puzzles. Thus, both X and Y will only 
put in O( N) effort. 

Having given an outline of the method, we shall now 
tum to a detailed look at its implementation. Before 
proceeding, a few points of notation must be cleared up. 
F will be used to designate an encryption function. Note 
that F can be any encryption function the reader feels is 
particularly powerful and effective. F will accept an 
arbitrary number of arguments. The fust argument is the 
key, and remaining arguments are the message to be 
encrypted. All of the data objects will be bit strings of 
arbitrary length. We imagine that the bit strings that 
make up the message are first concatenated into one long 
bit string, which is then encrypted using F. To illustrate, 
we might have the following call on F: 

F(IOOIOIOIIO,OIIIIOIOOOOI, 
01000000101101011,(010111) 

The fust bit string is to be used as the key, and the 
remaining three bit strings form the message. 

We shall also use the function, RAND. RAND(P) gen
erates a random number between I and P, inclusive. 
Note that the normal random number generator on a 
computer is not suited for this. We require either truly 
random numbers, or pseudorandom numbers generated 
by a very powerful pseudorandom number generator. Of 
course, such a pseudorandom number generator will 
have to be initialized with a truly random seed. 

When we have finished making the puzzle, we will 
transmit it using the function, TRANSMIT( ARG). 

To summarize: 

N Total number of puzzles. 
C Arbitrary constant. The random key is selected 

from a key space ofsize.C*N. 
F A strong encryption function. Its inverse is 

called "FINVBRSB" 

In the algorithm presented, we generate neither the ID's 
nor the puzzle keys at random. The ID's are generated 
by encrypting the numbers I through N. With a good 
encryption function, this can be viewed as a method of 
generating pseudorandom numbers. The puzzle keys are 
generated by encrypting the ID's. Again, this can be 
viewed as a good pseudorandom number generator. It 
has the additional property that the puzzle key can be 
quickly and easily generated from the ID. Two auxiliary 
keys, K I and K2, are used in these two encryption proc
esses, and provide the truly random "seed" for these 
somewhat unorthodox pseudorandom number genera
tors. 
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Using these conventions, we can write the algorithm 
for X, who is generating the puzzles, in the following 
fashion: 

var ID. KEY. CONSTANT. RANDOMKEY, 

PUZZLE. K I. K2:bit string; 

begin 
K I:=RAND(LARGE); 

K2:=RAND( LARGE); 

CONSTANT:=RAND( LARGE); 

TRANSMIT( CONSTANT); 

for 1:=1 to N do 
begin 

ID:=F(Kl,I); 

KEY:=F( K2,ID); 

RANDOMKEY:<=&RAND( C*N); 

end; 

PUZZLE:=F( RANDOMKEY. lD. KEY. CONSTANT); 

TRANSMIT( PUZZLE); 

end; 

We can now write Y's code. We will need a new 
primitive for Y: RECEIVE(ARG) is a procedure which 
returns the value of the next puzzle in ARG. We also 
need to clarify some notation. If we encrypt some argu
ments with F, we wish to be able to decrypt those 
arguments. If we say: 

CIPHERT.EXT:=F( SOMBKBY.A,B,C); 

we want to be able to invert this by saying: 

A,B,C:=FINVBRSE( SOMBKEY,CIPHBRTEXT); 

The meaning of this should be obvious, in spite of the 
fact that we have three variables, A, B, and C on the left 
hand side of the assignment statement. With these ad
ditional conventions, the code for Y would then appear 
as follows: 

var ID, KEY, CONSTANT, SELECTEDPUZZLEID, 

THEPUZZLE, CURRENTPUZZLE, 

TEMPCONSTANT:bil string; 

begin 
SELECTEDPUZZLEID:=RAND( N); 

RECEIVE( CONSTANT); 

for I := 1 to N do 
begin 

RECEIVE( CUItRENTPUZZU); 

if I=SELECTEDPUZZLEID thea THE PUZZLE:= 

CURRENTPUZZLE; 

end; 
comment The computation to fmd the randomkey used by A 

follows; 
for 1:= 1 to c*Ndo 

begin 
ID.KEY. TEMPCONSTANT:=FINVERSE • 

(I. THEPUZZLE); 

if TEMpcONSTANT=CONSTANT then 
goto DONE; 

end; 
print("should not reach this point. "); 
panic; 

DONE: TRANSMIT(ID); 

end; 

At the very end, X must receive the ID that Y 
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transmitted, and deduce the key. The last actions that X 
must perform are as follows: 

begin 
RECE'VE( 10): 

KEV:=P( K2,1D); 

comment KEY now has the same value in both X and Y. All they 
have to do is use KEY as the key with which to encrypt further 
transmissions. 

end: 

The only information available to Z is the code 
executed by X and Y, and the values actually transmitted 
over the key channel. Thus, Z is in possession of N, the 
CONSTANT, the ID that Y transmitted to X, and also 
the puzzles that X transmitted to Y. All other variables 
are known either exclusively by X, or exclusively by Y. 

In summary: the method allows the use of channels 
satisfying assumption I, and not satisfying assumption 2, 
for the transmission of key information. We need only 
guarantee that messages are unmodified, and we no 
longer require that they be unread. If the two commu
nicants, X and Y, put in O(N) effort, then the third 
person, Z, must put in O( Nf2) effort to determine the 
key. We now tum to the consideration of various impli
cations of this work. 

Some Implications 

There is no reason to assume an exponential method 
is impossible. We will discuss the implications of the new 
paradigm, but will not limit ourselves to the O( Nt2) 
method presented. To attain realistic levels of security 
using the O( Nf2) method would require a large value 
for N, which would be costly. An exponential method 
would eliminate this cost, and so be more attractive. The 
existence of such an exponential method will be implicit 
in the following discussion. 

We will assume that whatever method we are using 
can, like the O( Nf2) method, be cast into the following 
form: first X transmits some information, then Y makes 
a return transmission, after which the key is known to X 
and Y. We will refer to the information that X transmits 
to Y as the frrst transmission, and the information that 
Y transmits to X as the return transmission. In the 
O( Nf2) method presented, the constant and the N puz
zles would be the frrst transmission, while the ID would 
be the return transmission. 

First, we do not care if Z knows the first transmission. 
Therefore, we can maintain multiple copies of it without 
a loss of security. We can maintain a permanent log of 
it, and we can transmit it by any means that is available 
to us. We can publish it, and propagate so many copies 
of it that Z will be hard pressed to fmd them all, let alone 
alter them. 

Second, we can detect a violation of assumption 1. If 
Z does, in fact, falsify or alter a message, then what X 
transmitted, and what Y received, will be different. There 
is no way that Z can get around this fact. In effect, if Z 
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wishes to break the method by tampering with the 
messages actually sent, he must post a large sign, saying 
"I know and understand your current cryptographic 
setup, I have broken your current keys, and even now, 
I am listening to what you say." Needless to say, Z might 
be reluctant to do this. 

What, in practical terms, are the implications we can 
foresee from these relaxations of the security required on 
a key channel? We can see these better by means of some 
examples. We frrst consider the key distribution problem. 
Using the traditional method, codebooks are generated 
and distributed under tight security. Strong controls are 
needed to account for all copies and to prevent duplica
tion of the codebook. Loss of a codebook is a disasterous 
breach of security. What effect would the current ideas 
have on this picture? In essence, they imply that code
books can be lost without compromising security. We 
can give codebooks to the enemy, and still leave him in 
no better position than he was in before. The general 
simplification of security procedures that this would 
allow would be a significant advantage. Even more 
important would be the increase in actual security. 

A key distribution system based on the current ideas 
might proceed as follows. First, each unit or command 
that wished to be in the code book would generate its 
own first transmission. These would all be sent to a 
central site, where the names and frrst transmissions of 
all involved communicants would be entered into the 
code book. The codebook would then be distributed. In 
essence, we are simply specifying the nature of the 
communication channel between X and Y. It is not a 
direct communication channel, but is somewhat round
about. X publishes his frrst transmission in the codebook, 
along with his name. The return transmission from Y to 
X can now take place over normal communication chan
nels. Y is assured that he is talking to X, because Y 
looked up X's frrst transmission in the codebook. At this 
point X and Y have established a common key, but X 
does not know that he is talking to Y. Anyone could 
have sent the return transmission, claiming they were Y. 
To avoid this, X and Y repeat the process of selecting a 
key, but X now looks up Y in the codebook, and sends 
a return transmisison to Y, based on V's first transmis
sion. The return transmission will be meaningful only to 
Y, because the return transmission is based on V's first 
transmission. X knows Y's frrst transmission came from 
Y, because it is entered in the codebook. If X and Y now 
use both keys, then they are assured they are talking to 
each other, and no one else. To summarize: using only 
a codebook, which is assumed to be correct, but which 
is not assumed to be secret, X and Y have established an 
authenticated, secure communications channel. They 
have done so quickly and easily. The key need be used 
for only a short period of time (a single conversation), 
and can then be changed with equal ease. 

The new paradigm also has implications for network 
security. In a computer network, with many users with 
diverse needs, security is difficult to maintain. If the 
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codebook in the previous example were compiled at the 
same time and by the same people who normally compile 
the directory of network users, the additional effort 
required would be minimal. Those network users inter
ested in security would submit a first transmission to be 
included next to their entry in the network directory. 
They would also make sure that their copy of the network 
directory was correct. Those users not interested in se
curity would ignore the security procedures. Diverse 
needs, ranging from no security, to very tight security, 
could then be met on the same network. 

As a fmal example, consider the following situation. 
Assume two forces, Us and Them, are fighting. They are 
winning, because they have broken our codes and ciph
ers. We only find out about this when we discover that 
they attack exactly where we are weakest, retreat just 
before our attacks, and generally seem to know too much 
too quickly. Our forces are in the field, fully deployed, 
with no chance for distributing new keys in accordance 
with the traditional paradigm. Under the traditional 
paradigm, we are lost. Using the new paradigm, we can 
easily change all our keys, and re-establish security. The 
difference is dramatic. 

We summarize the discussion to the current point. 
The traditional paradigm for cryptographically secure 
communications was examined. A new paradigm was 
proposed, and a method of key distribution was de
scribed which is consistent with the new paradigm. The 
only weakness in the method is that it is O( Nf2), and 
not exponential. The weaker restrictions on the key 
channel demanded by the new paradigm open up the 
possibility of using more normal, i.e., cheaper, channels 
of communication with which to update keys. In addi
tion, violation of the weaker restriction on the key chan
nel can be detected, and corrective action taken. Viola
tion of the stronger restriction that the key channel must 
be unreadable might go unnoticed, and result in cata
strophic loss of security. This possibility is eliminated 
with the new paradigm. In the event that there is no 
channel available which satisfies the stronger restriction, 
but there is a channel which satisfies the weaker restric
tion, then the current method provides an option which 
is otherwise unavailable. 

Conclusion 

This paper has thus far dealt with a method which is 
O( Nf2). If an exponential method were possible, it 
would offer such significant advantages over traditional 
techniques that it would almost surely supplant them in 
short order. The problem appears to ofTer enough lever
age that it can be attacked, as witness the current solu
tion, and an exponential solution would offer significant 
practical advantages over traditional techniques. The 
problem merits serious consideration. The author will 
make the following conjecture: An exponential method 
is possible. The reader is invited to consider the problem. 
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Addenda 

Further progress has been made since the original 
submittal of this paper. Diffie and Hellman have pub
lished a paper [1] which gives a broad overview of the 
new class of cryptographic problems. It should be men
tioned that the "puzzle" approach used in this paper can 
easily be recast as a public key cryptosystem, in the 
terminology of [1]. The author and Martin Hellman [4J 
have devised an exponential method (public key cryp
tosystem). Rivest, Shamir, and Adleman [5J have also 
proposed a public key cryptosystem. Further research is 
in progress, and the results have been extremely encour
aging. 
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